Training and retaining Ohio’s workforce is vital to the success of the State of Ohio and beyond. See the Kent State Works special section beginning on page 16.
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Aerial view of the Kent Campus. Photo by Bob Christy, BS ’95, MA ’22
**READERS RESPOND**

**TRAVEL ENTHUSIAST**

Thanks for a fun [squirrel search] contest in a great issue! I had the chance to go to China with a group of CCI students, and it changed my life. I became very excited about traveling internationally.

My daughter [Taylor Kopunovitz, BBA '12, BS '12, MS '14] and I have traveled to London and Portugal so far, and we have a trip planned to Copenhagen this December and Croatia the following September. And there are many other countries on my list!

**ALICE KOPUNOVITZ, BM '80**

**READER VISIT**

Great fall/winter 2022-23 issue of the magazine. I have known Pacifique [Niyonzima] for some time. I very much enjoyed the article about our partnership with the University of Rwanda ["Shared Learning in Rwanda"]. And I love the squirrel search. Thanks for the good read and fun exercise.

**CHRIS JENKINS**

Assistant chief of Police Services
Assistant director of Public Safety
Kent Campus

**SQUIRREL EXPERT**

My dog, Oliver Wendell Holmes, is a squirrel sniffer. He even has a special outfit to wear for the occasion.

**JERRY O'RYAN, MPH '17**

Centerville, OH

**HISTORY LESSONS**

I really took my time reading this issue. So good to see Kent State has a thriving program internationally. I was an Air Force officer and learned a lot about other countries as I was stationed in Europe.

The pandemic course story ["Perfect Time for A Course on Pandemics," fall/winter 2022-23] brought back memories of military courses on the effects of pandemics in history.

Keep up the good work.

**WILLIAM MAKI, BA '67**

Cuyahoga Falls, OH

**FOREVER FLASH**

First off, let me thank you for sending the fall/winter 2022-23 edition. I am also a dinosaur who likes a printed copy. Please keep sending them. Kent State made me the person I am today, and I will be a Flash Forever!

**THOMAS HAUNER, BSE '67**

Saint Clairsville, OH

**WARM WELCOME**

I really enjoyed the story about Brigitta and Stephen Hanzély and their immigrant success and love story ["A Walk Down Memory Lane," fall/winter 2022-23]. I didn’t know English professor [W. Leslie] Garnett, but my father, A. E. Schroeder, professor of German and chair of the foreign languages department, was equally welcoming and mentoring to foreign students.

Since Brigitta majored in German, she was one of his students. I’m proud that Kent State continues to welcome foreign students and encourage the study of foreign languages.

**RICHARD SCHROEDER, BA '64**

Washington, DC

**Pleased Parent**

I enjoyed reading this magazine, especially since my daughter is currently in Florence with Kent State University. Thank you for a job well done!

**LYNNE BREITENSTEIN-ALIBERTI, BA '92**

Shaker Heights, OH

**First in Florence**

Boy, it’s been 50 years already?? I was in that first group to study in Florence back in 1972 [“50 Years of Florence,” fall/winter 2022-23]. It was a trip. It changed my life.

I realized how to study, understand and follow architecture with the masters—seeing the works of Le Corbusier, Mies van Der Rohe, Eero Saarinen and Gaudi.

That first group gave us some liberties and boy did we expand them—but we learned a heck of a lot. It changed our consciousness of design. Form really follows function. Less really is more. I became a better student. I became a better architect.

Since 1972 I have returned to Europe countless times to further expand my horizons. Revisited some, discovered more.

My Florence experience never ends.

**GARY GOLOGORSKY, BARC ’73**

Myrtle Beach, SC

**Learning and Legacy**

In reading the article, “50 Years of Florence,” I wanted to relate two stories that I think illustrate the value and impact of this program.

I have been an architect for nearly 50 years. When I retired from the private architectural firm where I was a partner and principal, I discovered architects don’t retire, they redesign themselves. In building my career path, I came to appreciate that we are the legacy of those who came before us, who provided us an example and shaped our lives.

To that point, here’s a conversation I had with my son, who is also an architect [Brandon L. Kline, MArch ‘07], when he was a student at Kent State’s Florence studio [in 2006].

He just had arrived there with his classmates and, after unpacking their belongings, they took a walk to become familiar with their new home.

Finding themselves at an interesting place, he wanted to share a unique observation with me. As I picked up the phone, he greeted me with, “Hi Dad, guess where I am?” I said, “Of course you’re in Florence. And as you just arrived, you are not likely out of money yet?”

He went on, “No, guess where I am standing?” Having been to Florence many times, I considered what might be the single most impressive and influential place to an architecture student. I responded, “You are in the Laurentian Library standing on Michelangelo’s stairs!”

“Right,” he said. “But now guess what I just realized? I am the legacy of this work and need to learn from it and pass it on to future generations.”

When I heard this, my first thought was, Who are you and what happened to Brandon? Then I told him, “That is how I hoped you would learn in Italy, and you got it on day one. Now, go absorb the details.”

My wife and I had hoped to visit our son while he was in Italy, but due to an illness in the family, we were unable to go.

However, 10 years ago we decided to take all our kids on a family trip to celebrate my wife’s 60th birthday. As both our son and daughter-in-law had attended the Florence program, we made it a point to visit the studio. We enlisted one of the professors, Rocky Ruggiero, PhD, to be our guide while in Florence. He was great.

One of the sites he took us to, the church of Santa Maria Novella, included a fresco painted in 1425 by the Renaissance artist Masaccio. I was so taken with Rocky’s illumination of the story behind it, that I incorporated it into my class lecture in the Arch 10001 course, Understanding Architecture, which I have taught for the last 10 years.

**JUDSON KLINE, FAIA**

Adjunct professor, College of Architecture and Environmental Design
Orange Village, OH
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FANS OF FLORENCE

From 1965-1970, I attended Kent State University on a tennis scholarship, recruited by Karl Chesnutt. I was also a member of Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity. I was at the May 4, 1970 rally with my girlfriend, Sandy Scheuer, one of the four students killed that day. Kent State was an important part of my life in developing my values, making academic and social interactions, and leading me into a great teaching career. The illustrious mathematics professor Dr. Kenneth Cummins was a mentor to me. From 1970-2006, I taught high school mathematics in the gifted program, student life coordinator, warmly greeted us. He showed us around the first floor of the building and suggested that we come back the next day. When we returned Saturday, Giorgio presented Debbie and me with a present—KSU Florence T-shirts [see photo above]. After seeing more of the building, Debbie and I relaxed in the courtyard as we ate our lunch. Giorgio represents many great interactions, and leading me into a great teaching career. The illustrious mathematics professor Dr. Kenneth Cummins was a mentor to me. From 1970-2006, I taught high school mathematics in the gifted program, student life coordinator, warmly greeted us. He showed us around the first floor of the building and suggested that we come back the next day.

We are building the Grand Marshals of the 2022 Homecoming Parade.

FEELING PROUD

Thank you for a great magazine. So much in here to feel pride about.

CHRISTINA KUKUK, BA ’00
Ashland, OH

AND THE WINNER IS . . .

Congratulations to Dale Walter, BS ’73, MA ’85, San Diego, CA, the lucky winner of the random-generated drawing from correct submission of the magazine’s Squirrel Search contest. He received a box of black-squirrel-themed swag from Black Squirrel Gifts in downtown Kent. The black squirrels can be found in the fall/winter 2022-23 print edition on page 15 (on the Piazza del Duomo, listening to Fabrizio Ricciardelli, PhD, director of the Kent State University Florence Center), page 25 (in a tree overlooking sponsored students from Rwanda) and page 42 (hanging out with the Grand Marshals of the 2022 Homecoming Parade).

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook: @KentState
www.facebook.com/kentstate
Instagram: @kentstate
www.instagram.com/kentstate/
LinkedIn: Kent State University
www.linkedin.com/school/kent-state-university/
Snapchat: gksuperkent
www.snapchat.com/add/kentstateu
TikTok: @kentstate
www.tiktok.com/@kentstateu
Twitter: @KentState
www.twitter.com/KentState
YouTube: @KentStateTV
www.youtube.com/@KentStateTV

We want to hear from you!

Respond to magazine content or comment on topics related to Kent State by writing:
Kent State Magazine
P.O. Box 5390
Kent, Ohio 44242-0001
or magazine@kent.edu.
Responses may be edited for style, length, clarity and civility.

Working It

Commencement is my favorite time of the year. I have the best seat in the house to watch our amazing students celebrate their successes with friends and family. After each ceremony, Provost Tankersley and I revel in the opportunity to meet graduates individually and to take impromptu photos with them in and around Risman Plaza.

Each year, Kent State graduates more than 10,000 students with degrees that empower them to become productive members of the workforce or find career enhancement with an advanced degree. More than 63% of our graduates remain in Ohio and throughout their lifetimes will be strong contributors to the state’s economy.

Annually, Kent State University operations and alumni in Ohio generate $4.9 billion in economic impact.

We address areas where jobs are in critical demand, our graduates fill those roles, and collectively our alumni become productive citizens for the state. Along the way, we offer services such as our Rising Scholars Program to help provide a path to a brighter future for some of the most underserved rural Ohioans.

Our College of Nursing produces more Bachelor of Science in Nursing graduates than any other university in Ohio, and an impressive 99.6% of those students have nursing jobs upon graduation. Our graduates fill vital roles in hospital systems throughout Northeast Ohio—in places like Cleveland Clinic, which employs more than 2,300 Kent State graduates, about half of which came from our College of Nursing. Our graduates fill critical roles that help make Northeast Ohio a hub for some of the highest-quality healthcare in the nation.

Most recently, our Board of Trustees approved the creation of five new bachelor’s degrees within our College of Aeronautics and Engineering. They address the ongoing pilot shortage and speak to the growing need for well-trained employees within the aerospace industry.

One of our new majors, Unmanned Aircraft Systems Flight Operations, will offer a bachelor’s degree for professional drone pilots. It will ensure that Ohio is not just the birthplace of aviation (home to Wilbur and Orville Wright, who invented and flew the first aircraft), but will remain on the forefront of aviation technology.

Kent State research labs give birth to innovations that fuel future generations of business, industry and technology and will solve problems to make the world a better place. This includes the work being done by Kent State researchers from our College of Architecture and Environmental Design to design safer, more efficient trauma rooms within hospital emergency rooms that facilitate better patient care and save lives.

At Kent State, we leverage every dollar we receive from the state of Ohio into $10 for the state’s economy. That is an impressive return on investment by any calculation.

We deliver a system of higher education that is working. Kent State graduates are working. To put it simply, Kent State works.

Todd Diacon | President
Email: president@kent.edu
Instagram: @ksupresdiacon

Annually, Kent State University operations and alumni in Ohio generate $4.9 billion in economic impact.
FLASH FORWARD

Kent State’s School of Fashion Turns 40!

AS THE SHANNON RODGERS AND JERRY SILVERMAN SCHOOL OF FASHION DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING CELEBRATES ITS 40TH ANNIVERSARY, WE LOOK BACK AT SOME OF ITS IMPORTANT MILESTONES.

1981 President Brage Golding receives two checks for $50,000 each as an initial contribution for a fashion design facility (Dec. 31, 1981).

1982 Kent State Board of Trustees passes a resolution to create a school of fashion design and merchandising (June 10, 1982).

Kent State University Dazzle Fashion Show (attended by the Duke and Duchess of Kent, England) is held in Cleveland as a fundraiser for the new school (Oct. 8, 1982).

1983 Fashion designer Shannon Rodgers and apparel manufacturer Jerry Silverman—New York retail fashion partners—donate their extensive fashion collection to Kent State.

Their gift (which includes 4,000 costumes and accessories, nearly 1,000 pieces of decorative art and a 5,000-volume reference library) founds the Kent State University Museum, which is closely linked to the School of Fashion.

Stella Blum is appointed inaugural director of the Kent State University Museum (1983-1985).

Gladys R. Touil is appointed inaugural director of the School of Fashion (1983-1985).

The School of Fashion officially opens with 350 students and three full-time and three part-time faculty (July 1, 1983).

The Kent State Board of Trustees approves the naming of The Shannon Rodgers and Jerry Silverman School of Fashion Design and Merchandising (Dec. 9, 1983).


The Kent State University Museum opens to the public (Oct. 1985).

1986 June F. Mohler, PhD, is appointed director of the School of Fashion (1986-1993).

1987 The inaugural student fashion show is held in the Broadbent Gallery at the Kent State University Museum (May 5, 1987).

1989 The School of Fashion establishes its Hall of Fame (April 1989).

1990 A grand opening of the School of Fashion is held in the newly renovated Rockwell Hall (April 30, 1990).

1993 Jean Lawrence Druzdzew is appointed director of the Kent State University Museum (1993-2018).

1994 Elizabeth A. Rhodes, PhD, is appointed director of the School of Fashion (1994-2009).

1997 The June F. Mohler Fashion Library opens in Rockwell Hall (Sept. 1997).

1998 The Morgan Foundation technology grants and endowment allow considerable expansion of technology within the school.

2002 The semester program in Florence, Italy, for fashion design and merchandising majors begins (fall).

2003 The School of Fashion celebrates its 20th anniversary with 750 students and 11 full-time and nine part-time faculty.
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Study at Global Fashion Capitals

Fashion is a global industry. And Kent State University School of Fashion, consistently rated among the best fashion institutions in the world, continues to draw industry notice. Currently, it is the only fashion program in the United States that makes study away experience a compulsory part of the curriculum.

The School of Fashion’s Study Away program provides immersive opportunities for students to engage with international fashion industry professionals and observe street style and retail venues in some of the top fashion capitals of the world.

For more information visit www.kent.edu/fashion/study-away.

2002 Kent State’s New York City Studio (now known as Kent State University New York City Fashion) opens with Emily Aldredge as inaugural director (2006-2012).

2010 J.R. Campbell, MFA, is appointed director of what is then called the Fashion School (2010-2018).

The TechStyleLAB is initiated.

The Kent State University Museum celebrates its 25th anniversary (1985-2010) with the exhibit, Katherine Hepburn: Dressed for Stage and Screen.


2015 The KnitLAB is created with donors’ purchase of a state-of-the-art industrial knitting machine.

2018 Sarah J. Rogers is appointed director of the Kent State University Museum (July 2018).

2019 Louise Valentine, PhD, is appointed director of the School of Fashion (2019-2022).

2020 Ann Walters, BA ’96, MEd ’19, PhD ’21, is appointed director of Kent State University New York City Fashion, after serving as interim director since 2018.

Responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, students present the school’s first virtual fashion show. (The 2021 Fashion Show is also presented virtually.)

2021 Kent State’s School of Fashion Design and Merchandising again ranks among the top 10 design and fashion merchandising programs in the United States according to Fashion-Schools.org.

2022 Mourad Kirfa, PhD, is named interim director of the School of Fashion (May 22, 2022).

For the first time, Kent State School of Fashion students debut their work at New York Fashion Week (Sept. 9, 2022).

2023 2023 Annual Fashion Show (presented by Dillard’s) takes place in the Kent Student Center Ballroom (April 26-29, 2023).

—Phil Soemcksen, ’85 ’89

2023 Hall of Fame

In 1989, The Shannon Rodgers and Jerry Silverman School of Fashion Design and Merchandising inducted the first class of honorees into its School of Fashion Hall of Fame. The inaugural class included Rodgers and Silverman. The Hall of Fame was established to recognize outstanding contributors to the world of fashion and create opportunities for Kent State fashion students to connect with leaders in the industry.

This year, as the School of Fashion celebrates its 40th anniversary, it has named Omar Salam, founder and creative director of the global fashion house Sukeina, as the 2023 inductee of Kent State University’s School of Fashion Hall of Fame.

Salam joins an illustrious group of inductees that includes Kenneth Cole, Estée Lauder, Oscar de la Renta, Dana Buchman, Leonardo Ferragamo and Josie Natori. He plans to exhibit a selection of his spring/summer 2023 collection, titled “Cardinal,” this spring at the Kent State University Museum.

A full exhibition of his work will follow in January 2024.

Omar Salam

KENT STATE MAGAZINE SPRING/SUMMER 2023
Aviation Buffs

A shared passion for aviation has led both a daughter and her dad to enroll at Kent State's College of Aeronautics and Engineering.

When my daughter, Kent State aeronautics major Camille Copeland, was almost 4 years old, my husband, Air Force veteran Noral Copeland, took her to the 2002 Cleveland National Air Show. They marveled at the vintage airplanes and aerobatics—and, of course, they stayed for the final act, the U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds jet demonstration team.

My husband’s enjoyment of aviation began to rub off on me as soon as I met him in 1987. But I never joined my husband and daughter at the air show because they left the house at 7 a.m. (much too early for me) and I didn’t want to devote an entire day to looking at airplanes and stunts. Plus, I thought it was a great time for daddy and daughter to connect without mommy in the mix.

In recent years, my husband and daughter’s passion for aviation has intersected at Kent State’s College of Aeronautics and Engineering, where they are both aeronautics aviation management majors—she a senior and he a sophomore.

In 2018, Noral enrolled as a part-time student in the aeronautics program. Then last year, he retired from a career in meeting and event planning to devote more time to his studies in aviation management.

And I get to witness how proud he is to share the student experience with his daughter. “I love it,” he says. “It gives us something to discuss. I am very proud of my little girl.”

HOOKED ON AVIATION

Noral was 5 years old when he realized how much he loved aviation. “When I was a little boy my mom, dad and I took an airline flight from Kansas City, Missouri, to Memphis, Tennessee,” he remembers. “I have been hooked ever since.”

After high school, his love of aviation drew him like a magnet to the U.S. Air Force, in 1977 after his first stint in college. He served as an air crew member for six years and in the Air National Guard for more than three years.

When he left the Air Force, he went in a different direction with his career. “But my love of aviation had never gone away,” he says. “When Camille showed an interest, that led me back.”

Then, during her senior year of high school, Camille did a project on aviation and interned with an aviation company based at Burke. Although she started at Kent State with the intention of being a pilot, she later changed her concentration to aviation management—just like her dad.

Now she is working with him on planning Inspire Aviation’s Props and Pistons Festival at the Akron-Fulton Airport, to be held Aug. 19-20, 2023.

The Future of Aviation

There was a time when small passenger air vehicles, or sky taxis, as depicted in the popular 1962 cartoon show The Jetsons, were a concept far in the future. However, in 2023 Kent State is taking a leading role in Advanced Air Mobility (AAM), a system of highly automated electric vehicles that transport people or cargo with an emphasis on safety and sustainability.

The College of Aeronautics and Engineering (CAE) is at the forefront of this emerging technology that will integrate autonomous aircraft such as sky taxis and delivery drones into the national airspace and the global economy.

CAE has proposed creating the Center for Advanced Air Mobility, which will foster research, education and collaboration among a multidisciplinary community of faculty, staff and students, as well as partners in government, academia and industry. The proposal, which has gone before the Faculty Senate and the Education Policy Committee, goes before the Board of Trustees on June 29.

“Initially, CAE will be operating the center from the Kent Campus,” says Christina Bloebaum, PhD, dean of the College of Aeronautics and Engineering. “Once we have funding, we will build a dedicated facility at the Kent State University Airport, where companies can test their technology, their designs and capabilities in flight.”

Already, areas at the airport are approved by the Federal Aviation Administration for flying this type of aircraft, she says. The FAA is working with universities and companies to develop policies for the aircraft.

“This is just formalizing what we already have here, which is incredibly extensive,” Bloebaum says. The college can draw on faculty expertise, related curriculum and an entire fleet of drones and aircraft, she says. The funding will initially come from CAE, with money generated from events and other future sources.

LEADING THE WAY ON AAM

Bloebaum was on the steering committee that developed the state’s AAM strategy, and she is the regional academic representative on the Jobs Ohio advisory committee, as the state leads the way in AAM development.

On May 2, Kent State hosted a conference, “Reaching New Heights in Advanced Air Mobility,” in partnership with Manufacturing Works, Team NEO, NEOFEX (Northeast Ohio Flight Information Exchange) and the Smart Manufacturing Cluster of Northeast Ohio. The full-day event featured plenary sessions and breakouts with an emphasis on supply chain opportunities. The day before, conference attendees were invited to view live drone demonstrations at Kent State’s airport.

Soon, CAE students will have the tools to meet the new demands that sky taxis and delivery drones will place on the national airspace.

Two of the five new Bachelor of Science degree programs recently approved by Kent State’s Board of Trustees are related to this emerging sector. Air Traffic and Airspace Management (one of the first degree programs of its kind in the country) and Unmanned Aircraft Systems Flight Operations will teach students the skills needed to manage an airspace filled with drones, flying taxis, personal aircraft and large commercial aircraft.

“This is being defined as the democratization of aviation because it becomes much more affordable for people to access aviation,” Bloebaum says. “They do not have to buy an airplane. There are now other alternatives.”

— April McClellan-Copeland
Just the Facts

**COURSE:** MDJ 41192: PR AND AD Practicum

**TERM:** January 17 - May 2, 2023

**INSTRUCTOR:** Stefanie Moore, professor in the School of Media and Journalism

**DESCRIPTION:** This course focuses on participation in the 2023 Public Relations Student Society of America’s (PRSSA) National Bateman Case Study Competition. Each year the client changes.

**OBJECTIVE:** This course gives students the opportunity to develop and implement a real public relations campaign while working with a team.

**ASSIGNMENT:** According to the client brief on the competition’s web page, “The News Literacy Project and its mission.”

**CAMPAIGNS:** Two Kent State teams (Blue and Gold) were tasked with creating and implementing a public relations campaign that would achieve the News Literacy Project’s goals.

**Baton Blue team**

- **CAMPAIGN:** Truth is Trending.
- **TARGET:** Northeast Ohioans, ages 18-34, with “Defeat the Deception.”
- **SUCCESS:** The Blue team’s campaign was “Truth is Trending.”

**Baton Gold team**

- **CAMPAIGN:** Battman Case Study Competition.
- **TARGET:** Northeast Ohioans, ages 18-34, with “Defeat the Deception.”
- **SUCCESS:** The Gold team found that many rural Americans feel forgotten or powerless regarding media coverage. The key message “You Have the Power to Defeat the Deception” was born. The team earned an honorable mention in the competition.

**KEY TAKEAWAY:** To stop the spread of misinformation, it is important to evaluate and verify information before sharing or reposting it on social media. Both teams encouraged their audiences to use News Literacy Project resources such as RumorGuard and Checkology to help identify misinformation, including RumorGuard’s five factors to evaluate credibility (see below).

--- Cassidy Grentz, junior public relations major from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

**FIVE FACTORS TO EVALUATE CREDIBILITY**

1. **Authenticity**
   - Social media posts, photos, videos and screenshots can easily be manipulated or fabricated. It is important to determine whether what you see online is genuine.

2. **Source**
   - News organizations have guidelines to ensure accuracy, fairness, transparency and accountability. If no credible and reliable source of information has posted or confirmed a given claim it’s best to stay skeptical.

3. **Evidence**
   - Many false claims are sheer assertions and either lack evidence or present fake and out-of-context elements. Evaluating a claim’s strength of evidence is a key fact-checking skill.

4. **Context**
   - A common tactic used to spread misinformation online is to use authentic content (such as quotes, videos, data and even news reports) but change its context. For example, an old parade photo can easily be copied and reposted with a claim that it depicts a current political protest. Easy-to-use tools such as those found on RumorGuard can verify the original context of most digital content.

5. **Reasoning**
   - Misinformation relies on flawed reasoning and typically targets our beliefs, attitudes and values to override rational thinking. Consider cognitive biases and logical fallacies and question whether claims are based on solid reasoning.
Connecting the Story of May 4 to Today’s Headlines

The May 4 Visitors Center (M4VC) is observing its 10th anniversary this spring. Following a “soft” opening in fall 2012, the center was officially dedicated as part of the May 4 Commemoration in 2013. The center was created through the efforts and passion of Laura Davis, BA ’73, MA ’76, PhD ’87, Professor Emerita of English, and Carole Barbato, BS ’71, MA ’75, PhD ’94, professor of communication studies, who both were Kent State students in spring 1970. Davis was an eyewitness to the May 4 shootings. Barbato, who died in 2014, wrote several books about the events of May 4.

Lori Boes, MLS ’11, who has been affiliated with the center since its beginning, now serves as interim director. She says Davis and Barbato were inspired to create the center after attending a presentation by anti-war activist Tom Hayden. “He said, ‘It’s now time for you to tell your story.’ Laura and Carole took that as a call to action. They thought, ‘If we don’t tell the story, who will be here to tell the story?’”

DEVELOPING THE CENTER AND ITS MISSION

Davis and Barbato taught a course on May 4 at Kent State for nearly 50 years, after inheriting it from Jerry Lewis and Thomas Hensley, professors Emeriti of Sociology and Political Science. Through teaching that class, the way to present the story at the visitors center unfolded. Gallery by gallery it came together, as Davis and Barbato remembered the questions their students had about that day and that time period.

“When we first started building the center, it was really to tell the story of Sandy, Allison, Bill and Jeff,” says Boes, referring to the four students [Sandy Scheuer, Allison Krause, Bill Schroeder and Jeff Miller] who were killed when Ohio National Guard troops fired into a crowd during an anti-war demonstration on the Kent Campus. However, the center’s mission has evolved to providing a central place where people can explore and better understand the events that took place on that day, the context and impact of those events, and their meaning for today.

“We believe that the 26th Amendment passed in 1971 because of the shootings here,” Boes says. “And it’s important for Kent State students to know that voting at 18 happened because of what happened here on May 4. Nixon felt that if they lowered the voting age, the students would stop protesting. ‘I think our job now is to relate what happened more than 50 years ago to current events.’”

—Lori Boes, interim director of the May 4 Visitors Center

New Exhibit Offers Fresh Context for May 4, 1970

In 1969, at least 2 million Americans joined in nationwide protests against the Vietnam War, including Moratorium Day (Oct. 15), the March Against Death (Nov. 14) and the March on Washington (Nov. 15).

This spring, a temporary exhibit at the May 4 Visitors Center, The Vocal Majority: 1969, depicts the anti-war demonstrations that led to the events of May 4, 1970. It highlights an assortment of anti-war artifacts from that era, including posters, photos, videos and other memorabilia such as buttons and armbands.

“The title contradicts what President Nixon called a ‘vocal minority’ versus a ‘silent majority,’” says Skylar Wrisley, a graduate student in history who curated and wrote the exhibit. “Anti-war protesters believed they represented the majority of Americans, and they took to the streets of D.C., San Francisco, Kent and many other cities to show it.”

—Mateo Martin, senior public relations major from Youngstown, Ohio

Wrisley researched the 1969 protests for a writing seminar last spring, and Lori Boes, MLS ’11, interim director of the May 4 Visitors Center, encouraged her to turn it into an exhibit. To help with the design, they brought on Jen Goubeaux and Ariel Bradford, senior visual communication design majors.

After months of working on the exhibit, the students say they have a deeper understanding of what it means to work in a team, which included Liz Campion, May 4 archivist and assistant professor; Cindy Kristof, copyright and scholarly communication librarian; and Boes. “I had a ton of support throughout the entire project, and I want to continue working in exhibit development and museum education,” Wrisley says. “I believe museums should advocate for social justice and promote cultural relevance. And I think the May 4 Visitors Center totally aligns with that.”

—Mateo Martin, senior public relations major from Youngstown, Ohio

“Anti-war protesters believed they represented the majority of Americans, and they took to the streets of D.C., San Francisco, Kent and many other cities to show it.”

—Mateo Martin, senior public relations major from Youngstown, Ohio
Kent State Works

While Kent State graduates leave the university well-prepared to work in their fields nationally and internationally, their impact across the Northeast Ohio region—and the entire state—cannot be understated.

Kent State provides a steady stream of employees to employers across Ohio, with skilled graduates ready for the workforce. Career fairs, internships and university partnerships with major Ohio institutions offer students many opportunities to work for companies within the state—boosting the region as well as their own career prospects.

Whether it’s supplying Ohio employers with intellectual capital, pursuing research partnerships that spur innovation, helping entrepreneurs launch new businesses, or forging connections that benefit communities surrounding the university’s Regional Campuses—Kent State works across the state of Ohio.

In the following pages, we share a sampling of stories that illustrate the economic impact—and personal empowerment—of a Kent State education.

As President Todd Diacon recently told the Board of Trustees, stories like these show “the great return on investment Kent State provides for our students, the region and the nation, as well.”
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Kent State Works at Cleveland Clinic

More than 2,300 Kent State University graduates call Cleveland Clinic their workplace. The internationally renowned healthcare system, with sprawling facilities across Northeast Ohio and beyond, employs Kent State alumni from a large array of academic disciplines.

About half of the Kent State alumni who work for the clinic are College of Nursing graduates. They fill a variety of roles, working as registered nurses, nurse managers and nurse practitioners, as well as filling specialized nursing positions. Numerous medical technicians and clinicians also work there.

Cleveland Clinic also employs Kent State alumni in dozens of other fields, including marketing and communications, business administration, architecture, art therapy and laboratory research.

Brent Hicks, MA ’19, who earned a master’s degree from Kent State’s School of Information, has worked for the clinic since 2009 in roles of increasing responsibility within information technology. Currently, Hicks is an enterprise application architect responsible for leading healthcare IT teams focused on developing innovative technologies.

In 2020, the School of Information named Hicks its Alumnus of the Year, noting his work on the digital front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic. That work included helping engineer the massive shift to telehealth and virtual visits for Cleveland Clinic patients and their healthcare providers.

Kent State is a top school for Cleveland Clinic nursing hires

Zack Nichols, university and higher education relationship manager for Cleveland Clinic, says he plans nurse recruiting events at Kent State at least once a semester, sometimes more.

“Kent State was our No. 1 school last year in terms of nursing hires.”
—Zack Nichols, university and higher education relationship manager for Cleveland Clinic

“The Kent State program prepared me very well for clinical roles and leadership roles.”
—Shannon Pengel, BSN ’97, chief nursing officer for Cleveland Clinic’s main campus

“Kent State was our No. 1 school last year in terms of nursing hires.”
—Zack Nichols, university and higher education relationship manager for Cleveland Clinic

In her current role, Pengel says she can see how the Kent State/Cleveland Clinic partnership benefits both the university and the hospital system.

“The clinic’s nursing assistant program, she says, employs nursing students in their junior and senior years, allowing them to work alongside a registered nurse and get one-on-one, firsthand experience beyond their required clinical rotations.

“Cleveland Clinic is a great place to learn,” she says, adding that Kent State is known for the quality of its nursing students.

Nursing is a wide and varied field, and Pengel says the clinic has provided her with many opportunities she could not have imagined as a student. Her advice for Kent State nursing students: “Take every opportunity you have. You never know where it’s going to lead.”

—By Lisa Abraham

Kent State/Cleveland Clinic connections

• Cleveland Clinic is a partner in Kent State University’s Brain Health Research Institute; 14 Cleveland Clinic Foundation researchers are individual members of the institute.
• Kent State University and Cleveland Clinic’s Lerner Research Institute maintain a cooperative graduate training program leading to the doctoral degree in biomedical sciences.
• Cleveland Clinic’s Head & Neck Institute, Section of Audiology at Cleveland Clinic, the School of Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology at The University of Akron, and the School of Speech Pathology and Audiology at Kent State have combined resources to form the Northeast Ohio AuD Consortium. The program’s emphasis is on the principles and practices underlying diagnosis, treatment and provision of hearing healthcare services.
• In addition to providing clinical rotations for Kent State College of Nursing students, Cleveland Clinic works with the university as a program affiliate in these areas where students receive clinical training:
  • Athletic Training
  • Audiology
  • General Counseling
  • CT Scan Technology
  • Diagnostic Medical Sonography
  • Dietetic Technology
  • Exercise Physiology
  • Mammography Technology
  • Nuclear Medical Technology
  • Occupational Therapy Assistant
  • Patient Education/Center for Consumer Health Information
  • Pathology & Laboratory Medicine Institute
  • Physical Therapist Assistant
  • Podiatry
  • Radiation Therapy
  • Radiology Technology
  • Respiratory Therapy
  • Social Work
  • Speech-Language Pathology
• Several Kent State professors have grant-funded ongoing research projects conducted in conjunction with Cleveland Clinic.
• Kent State recently entered into an agreement with Cleveland Clinic to be a founding academic research partner for the clinic’s new Discovery Accelerator (a joint center established by IBM and Cleveland Clinic to advance healthcare and life sciences research). IBM installed the first private sector, on-site quantum computer at the clinic’s main campus, with an aim to help Cleveland Clinic accelerate biomedical discoveries. The agreement gives Kent State researchers access to the state-of-the-art quantum system.

Nursing students attend a recruiting event in February 2023 hosted by Cleveland Clinic in Room 308 of Henderson Hall, a skills lab for the College of Nursing on the Kent Campus.
KENT STATE ASHTABULA’S CLOSE PARTNERSHIP WITH CLEVELAND CLINIC

Kent State University at Ashtabula offers degree programs in nursing, respiratory therapy and a variety of other medical fields that provide a constant supply of well-trained employees for one of its closest neighbors: Cleveland Clinic’s Ashtabula County Medical Center (ACMC), which is two miles from campus. “That close proximity is a significant benefit to us,” says Leonard Stepp Jr., ACMC Healthcare system president and CEO. “The students who complete their clinical rotations here are well-educated and well-trained. Many of them join our team of caregivers after graduation. The nurses, occupational/physical therapy assistants, radiology technologists, respiratory therapists and medical assistants who graduate from Kent State Ashtabula and choose to work at ACMC are integral to our ability to provide high-quality care to our patients and our community.”

MEETING THE DEMAND FOR RESPIRATORY CARE
The two institutions are always looking for ways to collaborate. A collaboration announced in 2022 allows Kent State Ashtabula to offer an associate degree program in respiratory therapy at the clinic’s main campus in Cleveland. Participants train for the in-demand profession of respiratory care. The program also supports career growth for graduates and practicing respiratory therapists by providing a path to admission for the online Bachelor of Science degree in respiratory care Kent State Ashtabula offers.

“We are excited for this opportunity to partner with Cleveland Clinic to offer our program on its main campus,” says Yvonne George, RRT, MEd, academic program director for respiratory therapy at Kent State Ashtabula. “The pandemic emphasized the already existing need for more respiratory therapists—the ‘ventilator experts.’ We hope this partnership will provide easier access to education for individuals looking to start their professional life or who have decided to make a career change.”

Courses in the respiratory therapy program are delivered live and remotely through online instruction by Kent State Ashtabula faculty. Laboratory instruction and clinical rotations are completed at Cleveland Clinic, where students learn alongside experienced respiratory therapists. Prerequisite coursework can be completed through a combination of online and in-person classes through the Kent State system or credits can be transferred from another institution.

“We are pleased to collaborate with Kent State University at Ashtabula to offer a respiratory therapy training program at our Cleveland Clinic main campus location,” says Umur Hatioglu, MD, MBA, enterprise director of Respiratory Therapy at Cleveland Clinic. “This program will contribute to our mission of educating those who serve by providing our local community with an opportunity to enter a high-demand licensed healthcare profession after completing two years of training.”

—Lisa Abraham and Jason Tiorota
Learn more about the respiratory therapy program at www.kent.edu/ashtabula/rt

Kent State Works at Progressive Insurance

A fter several years at a large design firm in Cleveland, Shawn Beatty, BS ’05, MA ’05, from Chagrin Falls, Ohio, had the opportunity to work with the firm’s biggest client: Progressive Insurance based in Mayfield, Ohio. For 10 years Beatty, whose degrees are in visual communication design, helped design a digital version of Progressive’s annual report, featuring The Progressive Art Collection as part of the story. Each year the company acquires approximately 200 artworks from diverse artists that provoke dialogue and debate. Over the decades, the world-class art collection has grown to encompass more than 10,000 contemporary artworks—including sculptures, paintings, photography and new media—that are installed in Progressive’s offices throughout the country.

Designing the company’s annual report was his favorite project, Beatty says. “I fell in love with Progressive as a company back then.” So a few years later, after working for another firm, when a position became available at Progressive, he jumped at the chance to join the company. “And it is just as great from the inside as it is from the outside,” says Beatty, who is happy in his current role as associate manager, digital front-end development.

FLASHES TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS
Beatty’s tenure at Progressive Insurance makes him one of more than 700 Kent State graduates who now work at the company. Their roles include computer systems engineers, accountants, media buyers, senior recruiters and user research analysts. Progressive, No. 99 on the Fortune 500, employs nearly 42,000 people worldwide.

Gabe De León, recruiting manager at Progressive, says the company values its Kent State hires. “With help from the university’s career services, faculty and staff, we’ve had tremendous success bringing in students within our IT (Information Technology), analyst and accounting groups for both internships and entry-level roles,” De León says. “Kent State alumni are typically well-prepared and can come in and immediately contribute to Progressive’s goals.”

PROGRESSIVE RECRUITS AT KENT STATE
Progressive Insurance has consistently recruited at Kent State, visiting the Kent Campus for several career fair events each year since 2018, according to Kristin Williams, director of Career Services at the Ambassador Crawford College of Business and Entrepreneurship. The events have included campus-wide career fairs as well as industry-specific events such as the IS/IT Career Expo, the Management and Tech Fair, and Meet the Accountants Night.

“Proven health benefits and needs, and we have students with a broad range of skills and backgrounds for which there is a strong match,” Williams says. “Further, many of our students know Progressive, as they are a familiar brand’ in Northeast Ohio and beyond. And with so many alumni working there, this creates an affinity for hiring more Flashes.”

IT’S THE CULTURE AND THE PEOPLE
Sarah MacPherson, BA ’19, MS ’21, from Newbury, Ohio, did an internship at Progressive before beginning a full-time job there in 2022 as a usability analyst associate. She earned a bachelor’s degree in digital sciences in 2019 and a master’s degree in user experience design in 2021. Her job duties include a variety of research activities to gauge user experience and to improve Progressive’s user platform.

MacPherson applied for an internship at Progressive during the peak of the pandemic in summer 2020. Progressive was hiring when many other companies either weren’t hiring or were laying off employees. “This showed me the security of the company and how much they care for their employees,” MacPherson says. “There is room to make mistakes and grow from them. Not every company can say the same. I’ve really enjoyed my time here.”

—April McClintock-Copeland
Frank discussions about how to equip students for the jobs of today and tomorrow, technology commercialization efforts and some of the “big questions” that face the region’s innovation outlook were the hot topics as Kent State hosted Innovation Day 2023 on Friday, March 24.

The inaugural Innovation Day was a collaborative effort of the Northeast Ohio Public University Research Alliance, comprised of Kent State University, Cleveland State University, Northeast Ohio Medical University, The University of Akron and Youngstown State University.

A key goal of the alliance is to grow research in the region, bringing faculty from different disciplines and institutions together, says Doug Delahanty, vice president for Research and Sponsored Programs at Kent State.

The event served as a venue for innovators, faculty members and students to discuss and showcase the region’s key innovations, technology transfer strategies and thought leadership.

In a welcome video that kicked off the day, Lydia Mihalik, director of the Ohio Department of Development, notes that “Investments in new and emerging technologies are positioning Ohio at the forefront of innovation, and that is driving real change all over the world.”

Under Mihalik’s leadership, the state agency is forging partnerships between public and private sectors to help build a thriving economy, invest in small businesses, prepare communities for the future, construct robust broadband infrastructure and expand workforce skills.

A workforce development panel was moderated by William (Bill) Koehler, chief executive officer of Team NEO, an organization that promotes job creation and business growth and development in 18 counties throughout Northeast Ohio.

Workforce development panelists were (left to right): Maria Spangler, director of community engagement at Sherwin-Williams Co.; Nikki Russell, director of talent acquisition at The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.; and Debbie Connelly, senior vice president and chief people officer of Hyland Software.

The panel discussed the importance of students taking advantage of internships, engaging in conversations with employees while on those internships and learning proper business etiquette in the workplace. Panelists noted that it is important for companies to offer entry-level positions for students.

Debbie Connelly, senior vice president and chief people officer of Hyland Software, urged universities to help students hone their problem-solving skills. She says students need to learn to be flexible and consider a variety of solutions for problems, not just one.

“Investments in new and emerging technologies are positioning Ohio at the forefront of innovation.” — Lydia Mihalik, director of the Ohio Department of Development

Panel members represented key strengths of the region and the universities, including healthcare, engineering innovation, advanced materials, and immersive reality tools and technologies.

Michael Schof, principal and director of tech ventures for Matrix Equities, L.L.C, which invests in startup ventures, says angel investor groups all over Ohio are looking for innovators and great ideas to develop. The problem is connecting innovators at universities with funding.

“Please come find us,” he says. “We are searching for projects to invest in.”

—April McClellan-Copeland

Northeast Ohio Public Universities Collaborate on Research and Innovation
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LaunchNET Kent State, an entrepreneurship resource for Kent State University students, faculty, staff and alumni, received a $40,000 grant from the Burton D. Morgan Foundation to create a 2023 microgrants program for student- and alumni-owned businesses.

In 2022, LaunchNET distributed over 40 microgrants ($99-$500) to Kent State student-run businesses, but this is the first time the program will be extended to alumni.

“We are excited to expand our microgrants programming to our alumni entrepreneurs and are looking forward to seeing what projects and dynamic uses they will have for these new funds,” says Zach Mikrut, BBA ’10, MEd ’19, LaunchNET director. “LaunchNET advising has always had an eye towards economic development, and microgrants are a tool for helping entrepreneurs to move on their goals quickly.”

The LaunchNET alumni microgrants program will help alumni entrepreneurs move their businesses forward with inventory, capital, product or other related purchases. Details include:
- Grants range from $500-$3,000.
- Applicant must be a Kent State University alumnus.
- Businesses must be based in Ohio.
- Grants are open to businesses with $200K or less in gross revenue.

The program will launch in summer 2023. Learn more about the student and alumni microgrants program at www.kent.edu/launchnet.

Upcycled Fashion Comes to Kent

Justine Gallo, BA ’22, has combined her personal philosophy and fashion design degree to launch a new business in downtown Kent.

Sun in Leo is a boutique located in Acorn Alley that reuses—and responsibly sources—clothing, accessories, jewelry and trinkets.

Gallo says the concept of circularity drives the store’s business model, which focuses on resource cycles such as reusing, repairing, refurbishing and upcycling to extend the life of products and waste as little as possible.

Sustainable fashion is a fundamental part of Kent State’s fashion program, Gallo says, and it inspired her to open her own store. “The more I learned about it, the more I realized that there’s so much more that we all could be doing,” she says. “But I wanted to be that person to do it.”

Gallo says the concept of circularity drives the store’s business model, which focuses on resource cycles such as reusing, repairing, refurbishing and upcycling to extend the life of products and waste as little as possible.

Everything in the store is responsibly sourced or upcycled by Gallo. She uses seed tags to label all items sold at the shop and attaches the tags with safety pins instead of plastic. Buyers can plant or compost the tags and reuse the safety pins.

Customers also get points at the store by bringing reusable bags when shopping. In addition, they can receive coupons for donating jewelry, apparel and other items they no longer want. Gallo can also repair all Sun in Leo accessories and make any requested alterations.

The name Sun in Leo has a personal connection for Gallo, whose zodiac sign is Leo, also known as the sun sign. She says the store takes a lot of inspiration from astrology in terms of aesthetic and products sold.

Sun in Leo, 154 E. Main St. Suite C, celebrated its grand opening on Feb. 4, 2023, with special deals. Gallo wants to plan events and collaborate with other stores in Acorn Alley to create a fun and exciting culture during the spring and summer.

—Taylor Haydu, senior public relations major from Uniontown, Ohio

Learn more about Kent State’s School of Fashion at www.kent.edu/fashion.

Learn more about Sun in Leo at www.instagram.com/shopsuninleo.

Kent State WORKS
Partnerships Have Redefined Kent State and the City of Kent

Kent City Manager Dave Ruller remembers the day he met Kent State University’s then-President Lester A. Lefton nearly two decades ago at the Franklin Square Deli to talk about Kent. Lefton didn’t mince words. He wanted to make Kent State great, he told Ruller, but he couldn’t do it with a deteriorating downtown, parts of which he pronounced “a piece of crap,” Ruller recalls. “I was like, ‘OK, put your money where your mouth is.’”

During their discussion, the seeds of Kent’s downtown revitalization were planted and a new era of cooperation between the city and the university was born. The results were substantial. The city tore down entire blocks of old buildings to make way for Acorn Alley and its shops and restaurants. The university built the Kent State University Hotel and Conference Center. The PARTA bus garage and parking deck were erected. And the Lefton Esplanade walkway was formed to create a gateway that connects the campus and downtown.

Though Lefton retired in 2014, Kent State President Todd Diacon and Ruller continue to maintain the fruitful relationship, which has created a rising tide that lifts both the city and the university.

Today, when Kent State surveys first-year students about why they chose the university, they name the look and feel of its Kent Campus, as well as the city of Kent, among their top reasons for attending, Diacon says. Even so, he acknowledges that there’s more work to be done.

Recently, Diacon and Ruller partnered to redevelop East Main Street, or state Route 59, a busy four-lane thoroughfare that borders the front of the Kent Campus and threads through downtown.

The city has committed to improvements that include making the road a boulevard with a landscaped median, linking Horning Road to Overlook Drive and improving pedestrian safety.

The university is building Crawford Hall, currently taking shape as the new home of the Ambassador Crawford College of Business and Entrepreneurship. It faces the roadway, an imposing new presence on the campus.

Diacon says he has a long list of future collaborations—for example, a new, state-of-the-art ice facility and a joint Juneteenth celebration.

However, the following stories highlight some current partnerships the city and the university celebrate today.

Seasonal skating rink draws thousands to downtown Kent

Nearly 13,000 people hit the ice last winter for the second year of Kent Skates, presented by AMETEK from November through February.

The free outdoor ice rink—located on a section of East Erie Street between the PARTA parking deck and the Kent State University Hotel and Conference Center—is a key initiative between Kent State and Kent partners to create a more vibrant place to live, work and play.

The rink was created through a partnership among the city of Kent, Kent State University Hotel and Conference Center, Kent Area Chamber of Commerce, Main Street Kent and Kent State University. Local businesses and the Destination Kent Convention and Visitors Bureau are also sponsors, and University Facilities Management staff keep the rink open and operating during the season.

“This is a true example of what is possible when so many people come together focused on a community asset,” says Dana Lawless-Andric, PhD, Kent State University’s associate vice president of University Outreach and Engagement.

After a slide around the rink, visitors can warm up in Kent’s shops, restaurants, entertainment venues, galleries and many local events.

“A vibrant and healthy downtown benefits everyone, and Kent Skates has played an important—and fun—role in strengthening our local economy and sense of community,” says Michelle M. Hartman, interim executive director for the Kent Area Chamber of Commerce.

One of the rink’s enthusiastic sponsors—and users—was Amy Mucha, MEd ’16, owner and chief artist of Daisy Pops, a cake pop bakery that opened a shop in downtown Kent this April. “I cannot tell you how much our family loved it this winter,” she says. “And I saw so many of my non-Kent friends coming into town to try it out as well.”

—Phil Soencksen, BS ’89
Main Street Kent director helps downtown Kent thrive

Three decades ago, as an undergraduate from Hudson, Ohio, Heather Rohwedder Malarcik, BA '96, could never have imagined that she would one day find her dream job in downtown Kent. After graduation, she worked various jobs in marketing and moved to California. However, once she started a family, she decided to return to Ohio. In 2011, she was hired as marketing assistant for Main Street Kent, an advocacy nonprofit striving to promote Kent as an ideal place to live, work and visit.

“T"hree decades ago, as an undergraduate from Hudson, Ohio, Heather Rohwedder Malarcik, BA '96, could never have imagined that she would one day find her dream job in downtown Kent. After graduation, she worked various jobs in marketing and moved to California. However, once she started a family, she decided to return to Ohio. In 2011, she was hired as marketing assistant for Main Street Kent, an advocacy nonprofit striving to promote Kent as an ideal place to live, work and visit. Within a year, she was promoted to the nonprofit’s top spot. She’s held that role for 12 years.

As director, Malarcik creates year-round marketing efforts for local businesses, champions historical preservation and plans regular events—including the Chocolate Walk in February, the Art and Wine Festival in June and the Oktoberfest in September—that drive traffic to downtown and help the business community succeed. She loves the work but doesn’t do it alone. With one other employee at Main Street Kent, Malarcik works in conjunction with a volunteer board and oversees teams of supporting volunteers, including folks from Kent State.

“J"oshua Rider, BA ’99, MEd ’05, executive director of Kent State’s Center for Adult and Veteran Services, serves as vice president of Main Street Kent’s executive board and has worked closely with Malarcik for several years. He praises her hard work and leadership skills. “She is always asking, ‘What will the impact of this be on Kent?’” he says. “Her leadership with Main Street Kent also has helped build connections to Kent State University.”

Malarcik says folks from Kent State are always willing to help make downtown events successful by volunteering. And she understands that having a thriving downtown benefits the university, too. “I went to Kent State when downtown wasn’t what it is today. There was not much to do other than get a pizza and a beer,” she says. “Now there’s public art, live music, events and activities. “There’s nowhere else I would want to live and work.” —Lisa Abraham

Helping senior citizens connect with their community

Almost everyone felt lonely and isolated during the coronavirus pandemic—but perhaps no group was more affected than the elderly, who also faced greater health risks. Recognizing that, the College of Public Health partnered with the Kent City Health Department on a project to help local senior citizens stay engaged with their community.

Nine undergraduate and graduate students from five of Kent State’s colleges—Public Health; Nursing; Communication and Information; Education, Health and Human Services; and Arts and Sciences—worked in interdisciplinary teams during an Interprofessional Education course offered by the College of Public Health in fall 2022. The course was co-taught by Sonia Alemagno, PhD, dean of the College of Public Health; Rick Ferdig, PhD, Summit Professor of Learning Technologies; and Enrico Gandolfi, PhD, assistant professor of educational technology. The Elisabeth Severance Prentiss Foundation, a charitable trust dedicated to the support and advancement of healthcare, provided funding.

The teams began to develop a pilot program for a “virtual senior center,” a website where local senior citizens can connect with their community. While the virtual center is still in the works, it could one day offer resources and information about a variety of topics, including fall-prevention exercises, technology tutorials, online games, volunteering opportunities, medical services, and in-person activities and events.

“The virtual senior center pilot project is a real testimony of what can happen when professionals from across campus work together to build a new approach,” Alemagno says. The health department benefited from the varied knowledge of a diverse group of students and faculty who came together to create the website, says Joan Seidel, BSN ’86, Kent City Health Commissioner. “They reached out and asked, ‘What would you envision? How would you see this working? How do you think it would best fit in the community?’” she says. “They had the insight to say, ‘Let’s get everybody at the table.’”

Seidel says that many local elders still feel alone, even as pandemic restrictions have lifted. And the creation of a dedicated online community could significantly improve their quality of life. “The expertise at Kent State provides a reality-based means to bring this to fruition,” she says. “It is an example of the power of relationships, the benefits of the city and the university working together to make the place where we live, learn, work and play a more fulfilling environment.” —Giulia Cerasi, graduate assistant in the College of Public Health

Partners in health education

Kent State University partners with the Kent City Health Department in other mutually beneficial ways. Each semester, the health department welcomes interns; it also has hired Kent State graduates for full-time positions.

“It is a big benefit for us because we receive students with keen minds, lots of energy and eagerness to apply what they are learning,” says Joan Seidel, Kent City Health Commissioner. “And the students gain practical, hands-on experience. They get to see how the classroom learning can be applied in real-life situations.”
The city of Kent and Kent State University now share a sustainability coordinator to help them implement their sustainability plans. Pictured (center): Julie Morris, sustainability coordinator, stands between her two supervisors. At left, Bridget Susel, community development director for the city of Kent, at right, Melanie Knowles, sustainability manager for Kent State University.

Working together toward a more sustainable future

This year, the city of Kent announced a climate action plan to reduce the city’s greenhouse gas emissions and address other environmental concerns. After the detailed plan was crafted, city officials realized something was missing. The plan includes transitioning municipal lighting to energy-efficient LEDs and laying the groundwork for an electric vehicle infrastructure. But someone needs to shepherd the initiative from idea to application.

Kent could not afford to hire someone full time, says Bridget Susel, the city’s community development director, so it turned to Kent State University for help.

Kent City Manager Dave Ruller, who has worked with three Kent State University presidents to invest in Kent’s renaissance, asked if Kent State would share a sustainability coordinator. And the university agreed. (The position is equally funded via city employee benefits.)

“The city and the university have engaged with each other around sustainability issues for years,” says Melanie Knowles, Kent State’s sustainability manager. It’s an important partnership, she says, because they share a target audience: students, faculty and staff who also reside in Kent. Plus, the university is working on its own sustainability plan.

So, Julie Morris became the city and university’s sustainability coordinator as of March 1, 2023.

Morris says she became impassioned about environmental issues at Sonoma State University. There she was introduced to “the long and storied histories of the environmental movement, and also to the pressing issues that a warming planet would have across environmental, economic and social sectors if left unchecked,” she says. “I knew then that I wanted to be a part of helping create solutions and resilience in the face of these wicked problems.”

In 2016, she graduated with a master’s degree in sustainability from the Falk School of Sustainability and Environment at Chatham University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. That year she was appointed to a three-year term on the city of Kent’s Sustainability Commission, where she served as a volunteer until 2019. During her tenure, she helped strengthen community relationships and guide policies for the development of a city-wide climate action plan. When it came time to fill the sustainability coordinator role this year, Morris was an obvious choice, Susel says.

The city of Kent still must formally adopt the climate action plan and the university still must approve its sustainability plan. However, Morris has already been hard at work, splitting her time evenly between the city and the university. She looks forward to executing the plans soon.

“I am excited to help bring the initiatives outlined in the city of Kent’s climate action plan and Kent State’s sustainability plan to life,” Morris says. “I love collaborative work, and it will be wonderful to get to connect with all the folks who are already doing great work in our communities around the areas of action the plans call for. I look forward to working together to implement the suggested initiatives.”

—Jillian Kramer, BA ’06

Bright Future for Electrical/Electronic Engineering Technology Students

In response to a request from Intel®, Kent State University is leading a network that includes 13 partner higher education institutions throughout Northeast Ohio. They are poised to prepare the workforce to make components for the small electronic devices that play a large role in our everyday lives. The plan is part of the multinational technology company’s Ohio Semiconductor Education and Research Program.

According to Intel’s website, the company will invest $50 million directly in Ohio higher education institutions to address immediate semiconductor manufacturing challenges and workforce shortages. The US National Science Foundation will match an additional $50 million from Intel in national funding opportunities. Intel’s education financing is part of the company’s recent announcement that it would invest more than $20 billion to construct two leading-edge semiconductor chip factories in Ohio.

The College of Applied and Technical Studies is home to Kent State University’s associate degrees. As the university further develops its partnership with Intel, readying the workforce with a world-class education is key. In fact, 2,100 of the 3,000 jobs Intel brings to Ohio require the associate of applied science degree in electrical/electronic engineering technology currently offered at Kent State’s Trumbull and Tuscarawas campuses.

Graduates of this two-year program are in high demand and prepared for careers as engineering technicians in state-of-the-art technology, including alternative energy, drone technology, electric vehicle industry, engineering design, manufacturing and robotics.

Academic program leaders throughout Kent State and its partner institutions are united in meeting the educational needs of a diverse 21st-century workforce that is prepared for good-paying jobs that propel the future.

“We plan to scale existing educational opportunities, develop new experiential curricula and establish or refine pathways for learners seeking to enter, reskill or upskill in areas relevant to semiconductor fabrication,” says Peggy Shadduck, PhD, Kent State’s vice president for Regional Campuses and dean of the College of Applied and Technical Studies. She served as Kent State’s lead principal investigator on the grant titled Pathways to Semiconductor Careers.

“These strengths can be amplified through collaboration with our 13 partners to address the immediate and future workforce needs of Intel and its suppliers.”

—Deb Ellwood

Learn more at www.kent.edu/cats/intel.

Learn more about the two-year EETE degree at https://catalog.kent.edu/colleges/ap/electrical-electronic-engineering-technology-aas/.
Emilia Strong Sykes, BA ’07, JD

In 2022, US Rep. Emilia Strong Sykes (D) became the first Black person elected to represent Ohio’s 13th Congressional District, which encompasses all of Summit County and parts of Stark and Portage counties. For eight years, Sykes served in the Ohio General Assembly, representing House District 34. For three of those years she led the Ohio House Democratic Caucus.

Sykes says she is committed to fighting for economic opportunity, safer communities and affordable healthcare for Northeast Ohioans with the spirit of bipartisan cooperation to get things done for those she serves.

Below, we highlight Sykes’ responses when asked about her political career.

MOTIVATION FOR ENTERING POLITICS

Both my parents were public servants [Barbara Sykes, former state representative, and Vernon Sykes, serving a second term as state senator for Ohio Senate District 28], so I learned from a young age the importance of service. I never intended to run for office, but for an opportunity to serve my neighbors in the state Legislature arose, I took it. I knew I could make a difference and give back to the people and community that raised me.

As a state representative, I learned the intricate connections between state and federal politics, and how both were important in the lives of everyday Ohioans. The insurrection at the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021, moved me to run for office. But when an opportunity to serve as Ohio House minority leader, our caucus was able to successfully work with the majority to pass nearly double the percentage of bipartisan bills compared to the previous two legislative sessions.

NEW ROLE AS US CONGRESSWOMAN

I’m excited to work for my constituents, learn more about the needs of our communities and, ultimately, deliver meaningful, bipartisan results.

As the first Black person to represent this district, I recognize the importance of having a congresswoman the constituents can identify with, one who understands the issues they face every day. And I hope my position indicates that we belong here, in the halls of Congress and beyond.

VALUE OF A PUBLIC UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

Our government only functions if we have a diversity of thoughts and ideas and backgrounds. Public institutions support education and learning for a much broader variety of people than private institutions. That is why it’s important to support these public institutions and make sure they still thrive so people can get more opportunities and participate in our government.

In Congress, there are a lot of folks from Ivy League schools; there are very few state school/public school members. Still, a public, state university education is valuable and produces top-notch public school members. I hope my position indicates to the people and community that raised me that I take their education seriously and work to support and strengthen our democracy.

POINTS OF PRIDE

I’m most proud of my work to pass Ohio House Bill 1 [in 2018], bipartisan, priority legislation to protect the safety and security of people in violent relationships. It was the first time that a member of the majority party carried the priority piece of legislation, to the best of our research.

I’m also proud of the success I’ve had working across the aisle to deliver meaningful results that improve the lives of Ohioans. During my first year as Ohio House minority leader, our caucus was able to successfully work with the majority to improve the lives of Ohioans.

I’m most proud of my work to pass Ohio House Bill 1 [in 2018], bipartisan, priority legislation to protect the safety and security of people in violent relationships. It was the first time that a member of the majority party carried the priority piece of legislation, to the best of our research.

I’m also proud of the success I’ve had working across the aisle to deliver meaningful results that improve the lives of Ohioans. During my first year as Ohio House minority leader, our caucus was able to successfully work with the majority to improve the lives of Ohioans.

Gail Pavliga, BA ’91, MA ’98, PhD

In 2020, Gail Pavliga, a private counselor and former professor of educational psychology at The University of Akron and Malone University, ran for state government and won. As state representative (R) for Ohio House District 72, which encompasses nearly all of Portage County, Pavliga has embraced the challenges of representing a bipartisan district with many competing views and opinions.

She chairs the House Behavioral Health and Addiction Recovery Supports Committee and is a member of the Finance and Higher Education committees and the Finance Subcommittee on Agriculture, Development and Natural Resources. Below, we highlight Pavliga’s responses when asked about her political career.

MOTIVATION FOR ENTERING POLITICS

You have to have a plan for where you want to make a difference. With NEOED, Hiram [College] and Kent State all in this area, I thought we needed someone in the community who was an advocate for and understood higher education.

I also started to look at how, as a mental health professional, I could be a bigger voice for mental health. It’s such a big issue because everybody knows somebody who’s either suffering from mental illness or stress or depression.

We didn’t have a strong voice for that in the statehouse, and I decided that it was my time to be heard. It’s become a passion of mine.

FINDING COMMON GROUND

Everybody’s got a different idea of where they would like to have policy or where they need help. It is a delicate balancing act. Not everyone is going to agree out here in the extremes of politics, but there are areas where we can all agree. Don’t we all want our children safe and well educated? Don’t we all want access to mental health services? Don’t we all want lower taxes, better lifestyle and access to parks and recreation?

POINTS OF PRIDE

Right now, I am sponsoring House Bill 3. We are trying to find an answer to providing affordable housing, so people will stay here after they graduate, maybe work in the greater Northeast Ohio area. Developers would get tax credits in exchange for capping rents because many people in Portage County and in Kent, especially, are paying up to 50% of their income for housing.

I have worked tirelessly with the Ohio Mental Health Association and many other partners to get the 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline, which is a national hotline, set up in Ohio. We now have 18 call centers across the state. Each one of those receives 8,000–10,000 calls a month, and 80% of those calls are able to be resolved with that phone call or directed to local agencies that can help the callers.

All calls are answered by the third ring, and only 10% of the calls are answered out of state, most of which are from veterans who are transferred to a call center that deals specifically with their mental health needs. Some centers can receive text and chats, which opens them up to teenagers. So, this is serving all constituents across the state.

PROMOTING POSITIVITY AND POSSIBILITY

I want people early on to have a vision for their life and an idea of where they belong. Being a graduate student, being an entrepreneur, running for politics, as I have done—these are high-level risks, and sometimes you’re not going to win the first time around. Too many of us are held back by fear of failure.
From a foreign exchange student to international business success, John Karakadas, BBA ’82, has tried to be fearless when attacking problems and finding solutions. Now he’s helping Kent State prepare business students with the skills to succeed in an ever-changing world.

BY LISA ABRAHAM

With a storied career in international business, John Karakadas, BBA ’82, has returned to Kent State University to serve on the National Advisory Board to the Ambassador Crawford College of Business and Entrepreneurship. Karakadas is founder and managing partner of Aesion LLC, a Greenwich, Connecticut-based services, retail and shipping.

As a young international student—Karakadas started college at 16—he appreciated Kent State’s thriving international community and international student support. Plus, its business college fostered a strong global business perspective.

“Kent State seemed to have a lot of great things going for it,” he says. “The university was open to the world, forward-thinking and unexpectedly international for that part of the country at that time.”

Karakadas started college at 16—he appreciated Kent State’s thriving international community and international student support. Plus, its business college fostered a strong global business perspective.

Karakadas had expected to return to Greece to work in his family’s shoe manufacturing business, so the industrial management major offered by Kent State was appealing. At Kent State, Karakadas found dedicated student support. Plus, its business college fostered a strong global business perspective.

“At Kent State, Karakadas found dedicated student support. Plus, its business college fostered a strong global business perspective.”

Karakadas considered the SingularLogic turnaround his greatest success: Even though he had no experience in tech, his leadership skills enabled him to unite his employees and get the company back on track.

From 2005 to 2011, he led the restructuring of SingularLogic, the leading software vendor and information technology services company in southeastern Europe, as its chair and CEO. In 2011, as executive chair of the board of directors of Olympic Air, he led the successful turnaround of Greece’s flagship carrier.

Karakadas considers the SingularLogic turnaround his greatest success: Even though he had no experience in tech, his leadership skills enabled him to unite his employees and get the company back on track.

“At Kent State, Karakadas says he was profoundly inspired by the words of then-President Brage Golding, who spoke at his 1982 commencement. Golding told the graduates that no matter what they had studied, they had all learned the same thing: “A way of thinking to attack challenges, solve problems, identify solutions and provide something better in whatever field you are engaged in.”

Karakadas says he has always tried to be fearless when attacking problems and finding solutions—and he believes that even without experience in any specific business sector, those skills always will generate a successful outcome.

He advises current business students to prepare for a journey of continuous learning improvement. “Keep your skills up to date in the ever-evolving environment,” he says. “The most notable change that has taken place in business over the past 30 years is the speed of change. Preparing oneself and arming oneself with an attitude of continuous learning and continuous self-improvement is the only way to keep up with the ever-increasing rate of change.”

“An attitude of continuous learning and continuous self-improvement is the only way to keep up with the ever-increasing rate of change.”

—John Karakadas

From 2005 to 2011, he led the restructuring of SingularLogic, the leading software vendor and information technology services company in southeastern Europe, as its chair and CEO. In 2011, as executive chair of the board of directors of Olympic Air, he led the successful turnaround of Greece’s flagship carrier.

Karakadas considers the SingularLogic turnaround his greatest success: Even though he had no experience in tech, his leadership skills enabled him to unite his employees and get the company back on track.

At Kent State, Karakadas says he was profoundly inspired by the words of then-President Brage Golding, who spoke at his 1982 commencement. Golding told the graduates that no matter what they had studied, they had all learned the same thing: “A way of thinking to attack challenges, solve problems, identify solutions and provide something better in whatever field you are engaged in.”

Karakadas says he has always tried to be fearless when attacking problems and finding solutions—and he believes that even without experience in any specific business sector, those skills always will generate a successful outcome.

He advises current business students to prepare for a journey of continuous learning improvement. “Keep your skills up to date in the ever-evolving environment,” he says. “The most notable change that has taken place in business over the past 30 years is the speed of change. Preparing oneself and arming oneself with an attitude of continuous learning and continuous self-improvement is the only way to keep up with the ever-increasing rate of change.”

“An attitude of continuous learning and continuous self-improvement is the only way to keep up with the ever-increasing rate of change.”

—John Karakadas

Karakadas resides in Miami, Florida, with his wife; they have three children. Since graduation, he had returned to the Kent Campus only once before his recent April visit to attend an advisory board meeting and take part in the beam signing for the Ambassador Crawford College’s new building.

The board is comprised of prominent alumni and corporate partners who provide advice, expertise and financial support for the college. Karakadas says he is looking forward to his service on the advisory board.

“The greatest investment one can make is ensuring that the next generations are better than the ones before them,” he says. “Anything people can do—and universities are the premiere training ground—to contribute to their community at large is very much worthwhile.”
Kindness Radiates at Kent State University

For nearly 15 years, alumni and friends have come together to uplift their local communities and those in our Golden Flash family during a day of service. Kent State has since transformed that one-day tradition into a weeklong initiative called Flashes Give Back Week. From April 17-22, 2023, Golden Flashes volunteered where it mattered most—in their communities around the globe and at home with Kent State University. Through partnerships with campus organizations and local nonprofits, the university offered 36 in-person volunteer opportunities and 12 virtual options throughout the week. Also, volunteers could create their own service project or show how they are already volunteering in their communities through Share Your Project.

More than 800 golden Flashes in 37 states across the nation volunteered for 3,000+ hours. They helped combat food insecurity, improve literacy among K-12 students, craft materials benefitting community organizations, clean up outdoor spaces and support Kent State students.

1. Akron Zoo
Kent State University alumni and friends helped the Akron Zoo horticulture team with plant bed maintenance to prep and beautify the zoo for spring.

2. Backpacks for Kids
Volunteers packed bags full of accessible and nutritious meals for children across Stark County. The Stark County Hunger Task Force’s Backpack for Kids program is the largest backpack program in Stark County, serving more than 1,400 children each week.

3. Cleveland Kids’ Book Bank
The Cleveland Kids’ Book Bank fosters literacy and a love of reading by distributing free books to children in need through collaboration with community partners. Kent State volunteers helped sort and prepare used books for distribution.

4. International Students Care Packages
With the help of Kent State alumni and friends, the Office of Global Education collected notes of encouragement and donations of healthy snacks to create care packages for international students preparing for finals.

5. Mat Making
Volunteers created mats out of plastic grocery bags that will be donated by Streetsboro United Methodist Church to the homeless in Cleveland, providing them a dry and more comfortable surface to sleep on.

6. Read With a Student-Athlete
From April 17-21, Kent State alumni and current student-athletes took turns reading to a classroom of second grade students at Davey Elementary School in Kent.

7. LGBTQ+ Encouragement Notes
Together, the Kent State LGBTQ+ Center and LGBTQ+ Alumni Chapter collected notes of encouragement to help LGBTQ+ students feel appreciated and supported.

Check out all the images from Flashes Give Back Week to see more of the many ways our university community made an impact at www.kent.edu/FlashesGiveBackWeek.

—Melanie Secre

Anthony J. Marsella, MA ’64, Alpharetta, GA, earned a PhD at Penn State in 1968 and is currently Professor Emeritus of Psychology at the University of Hawaii, where he served as vice president for academic affairs from 1981–1990 and retired in 2003. He is also the past director of the World Health Organization Psychiatric Research Center in Honolulu and past president of Psychologists for Social Responsibility, among other roles.

Marsella is known nationally and internationally as a pioneer figure in the study of culture, psychology and psychopathology, he challenged ethnocentric and racial biases in the assumptions, theories, methods and practices in psychology and psychiatry. Among many honors and awards, he received an honorary doctorate degree from the University of Copenhagen in 1999 at a ceremony presided over by Denmark’s Queen Margrethe II.

He has served as consultant to numerous national and international agencies and organizations, and he has published 21 books and more than 150 articles, chapters, reports, reviews and articles.

Much of his present writing is on peace, social justice and nonviolence. He is also senior editor for the International and Cultural Psychology book series for Springer-Nature Publications (New York), a 47-volume series.

Mark Levine, MED ’73, Alpharetta, GA, wrote: “I proudly cheered for Kent State from the Georgia Bulldogs game to honor Kent State Homecoming 2022 in Atlanta. My son-in-law (a Kent State fan) got a valuable Bulldog seat on the 50, then laughed. Although the Bulldogs were expected to win, many Bulldog fans, as well as the Atlanta TV sports show said, ‘The Flashers played a very respectable game.’”

Monk Levine earned a PhD in leadership and education with a specialty in human resource development from Barry University in Miami, Florida, in 2006. He was inducted into the EHR HoF of Fame in 2010. He received the Centennial Alumni Award, which recognizes an alumnus who has made significant contributions to society, whose accomplishments and careers have brought honor and distinction to Kent State University, and who has advanced the field of education, health and human services.

Linda Bifer, BS ’74, BA ’75, Hamilton, MT, wrote: “I have published my debut novel, The Road Between Two Skies (Atmosphere Press, November 2020). Brenniss Triflam is at the apex of her career when a bizarre kidnapping results in her loss of memory. She accepts who she is, now as Maggie, but as her memory recovers, she realizes who she was. Saying goodbye is the only way for her to reconcile her two lives until she knows where she belongs.”

Fred Jomyn, BS ’74, San Diego, CA, wrote: “The Kent State Men’s Soccer Alumni Reunion on Saturday, October 1, 2022, was the first time that the five Kent State men’s soccer goalkeepers who are now listed in the NCAA Men’s Soccer Division I Record Book for their feats were able to gather for a group photo (see above right). The achievements of these five men to now be recognized by the NCAA as Kent State student-athletes is a phenomenal boost to the already prominent athletics programs of Kent State.”

SEND US YOUR CLASS NOTES! Fill out the form at www.kent.edu/classnotes or write: Kent State University Alumni Center, 1000 W. Market Street, Kent, OH 44240

• To try to limit your notes to 150 words or less, and include your degree(s), class year(s), and city/state of residence.

• High resolution photos may be included. Notes may be edited for length or clarity and published as space allows.

Deadline for submissions: Spring – January 21 | Fall – June 30
Ami Doyle, BA ’99, Madison, WI, has been promoted to business operations manager and has become a shareholder at Aro Ebenezer, a contact in Madison, Wisconsin. Through her decade of working at Aro Ebenezer, she has taken on increasingly demanding tasks while stewarding the operations of the company finances, human resources and regulatory compliance. In her tenure as president and founder, Matt Aro, says, “We are pleased that Ami has joined the ownership team. She is an important part of the structure that supports our company, a recognized leader among staff and peers, and is an essential interface for our clients, vendors and consultants.”

Amey, BA ’84, Madison, WI, has been promoted to business operations manager and has become a shareholder at Aro Ebenezer, a contact in Madison, Wisconsin. Through her decade of working at Aro Ebenezer, she has taken on increasingly demanding tasks while stewarding the operations of the company finances, human resources and regulatory compliance. In her tenure as president and founder, Matt Aro, says, “We are pleased that Ami has joined the ownership team. She is an important part of the structure that supports our company, a recognized leader among staff and peers, and is an essential interface for our clients, vendors and consultants.”

Steve Case, BA ’86, a humorist and youth pastor, Case has been included in the 2023 edition of Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch, in the practice area of commercial litigation. This honor recognizes lawyers who have been practicing for 10 or fewer years. The Cleveland Museum of Natural History celebrates its centennial in 2023 and chose NAI as a Conservation Educator of the Year. The National Association for Interpretation held its annual conference in Cleveland in 2022 and honored Novotny as both regional and national Outstanding Senior/Retired Interpreter. NAI is dedicated to advocating for the profession of heritage interpretation. Its members include staff at parks, museums, nature centers, zoos, botanical gardens, aquariums and historical sites (more than 6,000,000 members in more than 30 countries).

Jill Christoff, BA ’04, Shaker Heights, OH, has been included in the 2023 edition of Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch, in the practice area of commercial litigation. This honor recognizes lawyers who have been practicing for 10 or fewer years. The Cleveland Museum of Natural History celebrates its centennial in 2023 and chose NAI as a Conservation Educator of the Year. The National Association for Interpretation held its annual conference in Cleveland in 2022 and honored Novotny as both regional and national Outstanding Senior/Retired Interpreter. NAI is dedicated to advocating for the profession of heritage interpretation. Its members include staff at parks, museums, nature centers, zoos, botanical gardens, aquariums and historical sites (more than 6,000,000 members in more than 30 countries).
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Jill Christoff, BA ’04, Shaker Heights, OH, has been included in the 2023 edition of Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch, in the practice area of commercial litigation. This honor recognizes lawyers who have been practicing for 10 or fewer years. The Cleveland Museum of Natural History celebrates its centennial in 2023 and chose NAI as a Conservation Educator of the Year. The National Association for Interpretation held its annual conference in Cleveland in 2022 and honored Novotny as both regional and national Outstanding Senior/Retired Interpreter. NAI is dedicated to advocating for the profession of heritage interpretation. Its members include staff at parks, museums, nature centers, zoos, botanical gardens, aquariums and historical sites (more than 6,000,000 members in more than 30 countries).

Ami Doyle, BA ’99, Madison, WI, has been promoted to business operations manager and has become a shareholder at Aro Ebenezer, a contact in Madison, Wisconsin. Through her decade of working at Aro Ebenezer, she has taken on increasingly demanding tasks while stewarding the operations of the company finances, human resources and regulatory compliance. In her tenure as president and founder, Matt Aro, says, “We are pleased that Ami has joined the ownership team. She is an important part of the structure that supports our company, a recognized leader among staff and peers, and is an essential interface for our clients, vendors and consultants.”

Amey, BA ’84, Madison, WI, has been promoted to business operations manager and has become a shareholder at Aro Ebenezer, a contact in Madison, Wisconsin. Through her decade of working at Aro Ebenezer, she has taken on increasingly demanding tasks while stewarding the operations of the company finances, human resources and regulatory compliance. In her tenure as president and founder, Matt Aro, says, “We are pleased that Ami has joined the ownership team. She is an important part of the structure that supports our company, a recognized leader among staff and peers, and is an essential interface for our clients, vendors and consultants.”
Allen Tolchinsky, BS ’74, Dec. 19, 2020
Janice M. Benson, BS ’75, Sept. 1, 2020
Ronald Dubinsky, BS ’75, June 23, 2020
Chibuzor Nnate Nkwoke, BBA ’75, April 11, 2022
Donald zinc, BS ’75, MA ’75, Nov. 16, 2020
Irene Carlsson, AA ’77, Aug. 10, 2020
Louis Cassimatis, PhD ’78, June 5, 2022
Michael Heaton, BA ’78, Sept. 18, 2022
David Rausch, PhD ’78, Jan. 4, 2023
N. Scott Ballard, BA ’79, Sept. 13, 2022
Mark Collier, PhD ’79, Feb. 5, 2022

1980s

"Joseph Copwerthwaite, BBA ’80, MA ’85, July 2, 2002
Paul Harding Taylor, BA ’80, Jan. 8, 2023
Vicki Delapalla, BBA ’81, Nov. 14, 2022
Catherine E. "Kate" Carter, BA ’84, Dec. 3, 2020
Donarita (Fridrich) Vocca, MLS ’84, July 1, 2022
Richard Breenman, MBA ’87, April 2, 2022
Michael Lee, BBA ’87, Feb. 7, 2022
Molly Callahan, BS ’88, Sept. 29, 2022
Elaine Lumley, BS ’89, Feb. 15, 2023

1990s

Kimberly Bayless, MEd ’90, Jan. 14, 2002
Michael Greenly, BSN ’92, March 27, 2002
Jeffrey Infante, BS ’92, Dec. 4, 2002
Betty Hurst, MLS ’93, Jan. 2, 2003
Brian Dusho, BBA ’94, Dec. 16, 2002
Susan Bacon, BA ’96, Sept. 14, 2002
Carolyn Dean, AAS ’99, July 10, 2002
Evelyn Lichtenburg, MLS ’94, Nov. 26, 2002

2000s

Denise Zito-Harper, BSE ’01, Aug. 18, 2002
Brian Deluca, MA ’02, MLS ’04, Feb. 22, 2003
Mandy Jenkins, BS ’02, MA ’04, Feb. 26, 2003
"Ambera Burke, BS ’04, MA ’07, MA ’13, PhD ’15, Dec. 13, 2002

2010s

Timothy Mikes, XAA ’15, BSN ’10, Jan. 28, 2023

2020s

Megan Richards, XAA ’20, Sept. 4, 2022
Joseph "Joe" Chiorezi, BS ’21, Dec. 6, 2022
Cory Moore, XAA ’21, Oct. 31, 2022

Note: An * before a name means the alumnus was a faculty or staff member, too. So they are also listed under Faculty/Staff.
This collaborative poem was created by Kent State University’s College of Nursing faculty, students, and alumnae during healing stanzas writing workshops conducted in 2017 by the Wick Poetry Center. Edited by David Hassler. Illustration by Each+Every.

**S O M E D A Y S**

You’ll wake up and know your life has a purpose. This is who you are who you want to be a nurse.

Your arms will open like doors, welcoming those in need. You do not know all the stories but you will learn to become them.

Some days you’ll feel a fire in your chest as if the whole world is burning. You’ll feel your tongue fold inward the weight of unspoken words flutters in your stomach and clogs in your throat.

Some days your heart will crumble like crust and when the beeping stops you will feel in your nostrils a burning void.

Some days all the lines and scribbles of your life will make a picture. You’ll feel like being a daisy though everyone around you wants you to be a rose.

Some days your heart will feel heavy with hope. You’ll wipe away the worries and the why me’s and realize hurt and healing are not so different.

Some days you’ll reach for the stars wishing you had longer arms you’ll break into a million pieces and call yourself confetti or look at another and feel for just that moment everything is right with the world.

Some days you’ll feel a voice in your chest, a powerful magic. Your heart is a lighthouse in your body. Remember your patients can teach you lessons greater than any you will hear in a lecture hall.

Some days with grace and grit, you’ll know the work of a nurse is the work of the heart sacred and profane.

Find your passion let it write your story. This is who you are who you want to be a nurse.

Never forget nature’s healing touch or the comfort of a wrinkled hand reaching out to you.

Your mouth can speak a powerful magic.

Your heart is a lighthouse in your body.

Remember your patients can teach you lessons greater than any you will hear in a lecture hall.
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